
Interivew “performance” reflection
Use the tables below to reflect on question responses that you offered and 
propose ways to strengthen your responses in the future

Reflection 1

Interview question asked:

How you could improve on your response:

Reflection 2

Interview question asked:

How you could improve on your response:

Reflection 3

Interview question asked:

How you could improve on your response:

JOB
Name Section Day(s) Section start time

Component

WWW programming
Module

Interview Simulation
Learning objectives
As you review each objective, pause to fill in any gaps in understanding you have
Peer Signof Objective Your initials

Thoroughly prepare for a tech-related job 
interview by outlining stories and anticipating 
commonly asked questions

Valiantly engage in an interview simulation

Reflect on interview performance and create 
a TODO list for future interviews

Name of hiring org: Name of position:

Hamburger Contents: Check ‘em of!
Assemble all of these items and slide them into this document folded hamburger 
style. Place on the right pocket of your folder, please.

Got it? Description
On BACK: Complete interview prep document 

Inside: Chosen job posting with key words highlighted

Inside: Sample job application form (print it off)

Inside: Your interviewer question cloud, annotated

This hamburger, thoughtfully completed



Interview Prep Document
Use the following sections to plan your interview performances

Background on the hiring oragnization: 
What is their core business? Why do you think they’re hiring for this post? Has this 
compnay been in any news articles you can find? Other blogs? Employee reviews?

Which of my past work & projects are most relevant?
Generate a story (person, place, time, actions) for each of these. Bring 
documentation if possible (screen shots, summaries of achievements...)

My three “greatest strengths”: 
Consider strengths that the hiring organization might care about the most.

•

•

 
 

•  

Your core ofering to the company:
Write a sentence or two summarizing why you think you should be hired.

My three “weaknesses”:
Keep the weaknesses small! Stay away from core competencies (working hard, 
being on time, communicating clearly). Tell stories about how you compensated for
each of your weaknesses

•

•

 
 

•  

Questions for the hiring organization:
Bring concrete questions (when does the post start?) and more open-ended ones 
about the organizations mission, values, operations, etc.


